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also be done in a torque-free fashion. So what is the problem with the bending
modulus? Is it really not possible to make it torque-free?

A look at other approaches (more details can be found in Section 3.7.2)
shows that it indeed should be possible. A new visit of the bending interaction
is in order.

3.4 Membrane mechanics revisited

While the previous section shows a reasonable model and the rationale
behind its development, here we would like to address a few more delicate
issues that we have skipped over. The first and the most important one is
the desire to make the bending modulus torque-free. After that, we return to
the proportionality in the distribution of forces and issues with in-plane and
out-of-plane forces.

3.4.1 How to make bending torque-free?

First things first, how do we know that the bending modulus as defined by
(3.3) is not torque-free? We calculate the torque of the four-point interaction
using the notation from Figure 3.3 and denoting R the centroid of the four-
point object. For TABC ,TABD, the respective torques of triangles ABC and
ABD, we get

TABC = (A−R)× (−1

2
FC) + (B−R)× (−1

2
FC) + (C−R)× FC

= (−1

2
A− 1

2
B + C)× FC .

Similarly we have

TABD = (A−R)× (−1

2
FD) + (B−R)× (−1

2
FD) + (D−R)× FD

= (−1

2
A− 1

2
B + D)× FD.

While in some special situations these two contributions might cancel out,
in general they do not. We have approached this issue pragmatically: Let
us change the (reasonably well-working) formulas in some way so that they
become torque-free. We keep the features that work, and we modify those that
do not. Which features work?

• Being out-of-plane

• Being force-free
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The first requirement is easy to meet. We keep the bending forces perpen-
dicular to triangles they are assigned to. Since the basic task for the bending
forces is to act by increasing or decreasing the angle between two adjacent tri-
angles when disturbed from their relaxed position, we also keep the directions
of the bending forces as depicted in Figure 3.3.

To conform to the second requirement, we need to make sure that the
sum of the forces in one triangle vanishes. For example, in triangle ABC, the
forces in A and B have the opposite direction as the force in C. The condition
FA + FB + FC = 0 leaves us with only one free parameter k (in the original
definition we had k = 1/2):

FA = −kFC , FB = −(1− k)FC .

Similarly, in triangle ABD, we get another free parameter l by defining

FA = −lFD, FB = −(1− l)FD.

Using the two free parameters k and l we have some freedom in defining
the bending forces while preserving the force-free condition and out-of-plane
property. We can express the torque exerted on the two triangles and try to
set k and l in such a way that the torque vanishes. It turns out, it is possible
by choosing

k =
(A−B,C−B)

(A−B,A−B)
and l =

(A−B,D−B)

(A−B,A−B)

and the magnitudes of forces FC and FD that fulfil

|FC |
|FD|

=
SABD
SABC

.

Detailed derivation of force expressions is presented in Appendix A.1 and
A.3. Here we sum up relations involving position vectors A,B,C and D:

FA = −kb(θ − θ0)

(
NC

|NC |2
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|B−A|
+

ND

|ND|2
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)
FB = −kb(θ − θ0)
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+
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)
FC = kb(θ − θ0)|B−A| NC

|NC |2

FD = kb(θ − θ0)|B−A| ND

|ND|2
(3.8)

where NC = (A −C) × (B −C) is normal vector to ABC and ND = (B −
D)× (A−D) is normal vetor to ABD.

We further show in Appendix A.2 how the effort to make the bending
modulus torque-free has resulted in a unification of our approach with other
similar approaches for modeling of bending. For a more detailed discussion of
modeling of bending, we refer the reader to the work [82].

Without any further complaints, we can finalize Table 3.3.
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stretching bending local global volume viscosity
area area

local/global local local local global global local
in/out of plane in out in in out in

force-free? yes yes yes yes yes yes
torque-free? yes yes yes yes yes yes

TABLE 3.3: Categorisations of elastic moduli - final.

FIGURE 3.9: Annihilation of triangles due to comparatively large local con-
tributions of global area force.

3.4.2 Triangle annihilation and its implications for global
area force

Let us now consider the differences between the two global forces - conser-
vation of volume and conservation of global area, equations (3.6) and (3.7).
The global area force calculates the absolute difference of current and relaxed
surface of the object and then proportionally divides the elastic force among
the triangle nodes. The volume force calculates the relative difference of the
current and global volume and weights it by the triangle area.

In the former case, a situation may arise, in which some triangles have
significantly different area than others, if part of the object is significantly
deformed, while the rest of it is undisturbed. This may result in small trian-
gles receiving disproportionately large force contributions that cause them to
shrink even further. In extreme cases, we may also see a triangle annihilation
as depicted in Figure 3.9.

To avoid this, we have included a scaling term, area of the triangle, into
the definition of global area force, see (3.9). With this factor, we no longer
have triangle annihilation and the force- and torque-free conditions still hold:
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Fag(A) = kag
Sc − Sc0
Sc0

SABC
tA

|tA|2 + |tB |2 + |tC |2
. (3.9)

3.4.3 Competing in-plane and not-out-of-plane moduli and
implications for volume force

Suppose we use a volume force analogous to area forces - acting towards
the centroid of the object and thus not locally perpendicular to surface trian-
gles. This is a natural extension of the same principle we have used in the area
forces. It would have the same advantage of proportional distribution of forces:
The points that are further away from the centroid, would get a larger volume
force contribution compared to the points that are closer. Consequently, the
the shrinking/expansion (in the absence of other forces) would result in con-
gruent objects. This approach is technically possible and seemingly logically
sound, however, it has two major drawbacks.

The first one is increase in computational complexity. It would require
three loops over the cell particles (one to calculate centroid and current vol-
ume, second to calculate node distances to centroid to be used as weights and
third to calculate the proportional forces) compared to two loops needed for
the volume force defined by (3.7) (one to calculate the current volume and
second to calculate the volume forces). This might not seem too bad until we
consider that these calculations are done for each cell at each time step.

The second reason is that in this case, the volume forces would not be
locally perpendicular to the planes of individual triangles. Instead, they would
point either to or from the centroid of the whole object. As a consequence,
they would in general have a non-zero in-plane component, that would be
effectively added to the global area forces. This could be problematic if the
two were in competition.

Consider a model situation like the one depicted in Figure 3.10 (a). We
have an elastic sphere with radius r = 1 that is deformed into an ellipsoid
with semiaxes a = 1.9 and b = c = 0.7. In this deformation, the original global
surface area has increased from 12.57 to 13.78, but the volume has decreased
from 4.19 to 3.9. That means that the global area forces are trying to make the
object smaller and the volume forces assigned to the same triangles are trying
to make the object larger. If they are perpendicular to each other, locally this
works out. However, if they are not, the in-plane portion of the volume force,
depicted in Figure 3.10 (b), cancels out part of the global area force and this
may cause longer relaxation times for a deformed object.

Therefore, the preferred volume forces should be perpendicular to the tri-
angle planes.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 3.10: (a) A sphere deformed into spheroid with smaller volume and
larger surface. Such deformation is possible in confined geometries. (b) Smaller
volume causes expanding volume forces and larger surface causes shrinking
global area forces. In-plane components of volume forces (white) compete
with in-plane global area forces.

3.5 Fluid-object coupling

In Section 3.1.4, we mentioned that we use two separate methods for mod-
eling the cell and the fluid. After learning about the cell modeling part in
the previous sections, we briefly get familiar with the second component in
Section 3.5.1 and, more importantly, we discuss in detail the coupling between
the cell model and the fluid model in Sections 3.5.2 – 3.5.5.

3.5.1 Fluid solver

The flow of the fluid, in which the cells are immersed, is usually computed
from governing equations for fluid dynamics, e.g. the Navier-Stokes equations
for incompressible flow [123]. Recently, the lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM)
has attracted a lot of attention for its relatively simple implementation while
preserving high accuracy for low and moderate Reynolds numbers [26].

This method describes the fluid dynamics and is based on fictive particles.
These particles propagate and collide over a fixed three-dimensional discrete
lattice. The unknown variable is the particle density function ni(x, t) defined
for each lattice point x, discrete velocity vector ei, and time t. We use the
D3Q19 version of the LBM, Figure 3.11 (three dimensions with 19 discrete
directions ei along the edges and diagonals of the lattice). The governing




